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The first cybercriminals were mainly involved in the fraudulent use of telephone lines, the forgery of
official documents and the piracy of bank cards, a process known as carding.  In the 1980s, the Bulletin
Board system (BBS) was already used to disseminate information about these illegal activities: a
computer and a modem were all that separated the curious teenager from the hardened forger.  At a time
when Commodore 64 was selling at two million systems per year, this frontier was particularly easy to
overcome.
 
  Newbies trained in online crime on BBS found themselves on the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) instant
messaging service in the early 1990s. This is where they made their first sales of bank cards and stolen
personal information.  Many dreamed of a strong community and recognition: as IRC's discussion rooms
disappeared without a trace at the end of each exchange, it was difficult to build bonds or build a
reputation.   The opening to the public of the world wide web in 1993 brought about a remedy to that
problem.
 
 Despite their ambitions, IRC's criminals took several years to understand that the web could serve their
interests.   Brett Johnson has largely contributed to this awareness.   In 1996, while still a student, this
Kentucky native began selling pirated software and mod-chipping, installing chips that abolish electronic
device protections.  "I was making $4,000 a week doing mods and programming DSS Satellite Cards " he
explained to Motherboard by email, "I started to worry about all the money I was bringing in…I thought law
enforcement might look into in and come knocking.  So I started looking for fake IDs so I could open bank
accounts and launder the money. "
 
Everything fell together in 1998. After being scammed out of $200 by a scammer who promised fake
driver licenses, Brett Johnson discovered Counterfeit Library .   The UK based site offered a library
counterfeit degrees and an unused forum for discussion.  At the time, it was almost deserted: "I was the
third registrant,” Brett said.  “I landed there because this site seemed to be the only one honestly selling
some sort of fake documents."   The other two members of the site, Mr X and Beezlebub, respectively
offered social security cards and American driving licenses.
 

 
 
  Hidden behind the pseudonym GOllumfun, Brett Johnson first used the forum to complain about the
scam he had suffered: "Nothing was going on. Every day I went there to whine" .   After three weeks,
Beezlebub contacted him in private to offer him a fake Ohio driver's license at a friend's price, only $200. 
Despite his fear of being scammed again, he agreed.  "I received it ten days later," he remembers. "It was
the most beautiful thing I had ever seen . "  This success brought the two gangsters together;  Together,
they devised a plan to turn Counterfeit Library into an eBay of cybercrime.
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 First of all, Beezlebub and Brett Johnson wanted to allow trade on the forum.   In this way, Counterfeit
Library would finally give a reason to stay to its visitors;   At the time, it simply redirected potential
customers and merchants to third-party sites.  To prevent scams, GOllumfun would evaluate all aspiring
sellers before giving them access to sell on the forum.   Mr X and Beezlebub would be the first to open
shop, of course.  More products were added with Brett assuring quality.  After some negotiations with the
owners of CounterfeitLibrary, Brett convinced the site owner to let him control the forums.
 
 The success was immediate.   Seduced by reliability and the Counterfeit Library discussion forums, as
well as the persistent persistent nature of the BBS type boards, many online criminals abandoned IRC to
join GOllumfun and his associates.  "I spent 10 to 12 hours a day on the forum ," said GOllumfun, " I was
involved in every transaction . "   Members were trading fake banknotes, counterfeit identity papers,
scams, stolen bank cards.  Payments were made using prepaid cards, dubious digital currencies such as
E-Gold, or money transfer services like Western Union.  The site rapidly crossed the 1,000 mark, mostly
from North America and Europe.  In the East, this success made others envious.
 
  In the spring of 2001, 150 cybercriminals from Ukraine and Russia gathered in Odessa to lay the
foundations for their own platform.  The fruit of their discussions, Carder Planet , was put online in May
2001. This Russian-speaking carding site was based on a rating system similar to that of Counterfeit
Library.  Its users were also subjected to a hierarchy inspired by the Italian mafia: a simple registrar was
a "sgarrista" , a soldier without power;  Above him was the "onore giovane" , a moderator placed under the
authority of a "capo" .  A Ukrainian hacker called Script was the role of the godfather.
 
  A few months after the opening of Carder Planet, Script registered on Counterfeit Library to offer its
services.  Things went wrong.  "Script did not understand the review system ," recalled Gollumfun.  Script
had been constantly repeating he had the product and when prompted to be reviewed kept repeating that
anyone who purchased his product could evaluate it for themselves.  That snarky attitude aroused great
suspicion on the forum.  Many members maintained that Script and his compadres were law enforcement
and that they should be banned immediately.
 
  To calm the situation, GOllumfun contacted Script privately.   After some explanation, the Ukrainian
agreed to submit to the review of the American.   The service he wanted to offer to Counterfeit Library
members was known as COB, Change of Billing.  Basically it was changing the address and phone number
on a stolen credit card which Script provided.   Change the address and phone number, wait 5 business
days, and then place an order for expensive items.  Resell items, repeat.   A risky technique.
 
 GOllumfun says: "He told me to give an address and a phone number and wait five days, then I could
order anything, I thought he was probably full of shit. I tried (...) It did not work, I went back to see him, he
told me to try again, I told him that if it did not work this time, he was fucked. I waited another five days,
then I placed a $4,000 order at Thompsons Computer Warehouse and another $5,000 at Dell, all on the
same card, and I received the order " .
 
 When the positive review of Script was posted on Counterfeit Library, everything changed.  Members of
the forum abandoned most of the false document trade and their small scams  to embrace fraud on the
much more lucrative area:  Bank Cards and Credit Cards.  Suddenly, East and West got along.  GOllumfun
said: "The Russians could get the information but couldn’t cash out, they needed us, and we needed them,
it was an extremely beneficial relationship."
 
 There are several ways to steal banking information.  When an electronic device ends up in the trash, it is
likely to be reconnected and searched by a trashing adept.   A shady trader can use his card reader to
clone the data of his customers.   Skimmers tinker with pirated devices and hang them at ATMs.   The
hacking of a payment processor, an online store or a government agency can result in the theft of large
amounts of information.  Phishing is also a tactic of choice.
 
 Once acquired, this data is sold.  Dumps, the magnetic information on the back of debit and credit cards
are encoded on counterfeit cards and used at ATMs, or retail shops.  Cvvs, the written data, is used on e-
commerce sites.  Criminals must act quickly : the older the information, the more likely the theft is to be
noticed and information killed.  If the payment passes, carding is successful.  The entire process kept the
members of Counterfeit Library and Carders Planet busy between 2001 and 2002.
 
 Everyone did not let themselves be carried away by the rush to carding.  Seth "Kidd" Sanders was one of
those ringleaders: in 2002, this manufacturer of counterfeit identity papers contacted GOllumfum to
inform him of his intention to open a site for false American driving licenses.   That's how ShadowCrew
came into being.   "It was a nice site ," says GOllumfun. " The problem was that no one was there, and
everybody was too busy defrauding bank cards. About 20 registered " .  Then the wind turned.
 
  While ShadowCrew struggled to take off, Counterfeit Library underwent an intense spam campaign
organized by distance learning centers.  The trade in counterfeit diplomas had only greatly disrupted their
activities;   The distance learners flooded the counterfeiters under a river of messages, their managers
hoped to regain control of the market.  "The site had been built without a defense system against spam,"
says GOllumfun, "it was embarrassing, very embarrassing, these guys had their own forum and they took
turns to flood us . "
 
 When he noticed that Counterfeit Library was in trouble, Kidd contacted GOllumfun and offered him the
opportunity to migrate his community to ShadowCrew.   The Kentuckian responded favorably, under
certain conditions: "I would be a head ... I would have the right to create all the new sub-forums of my
choice. Institute a review system to which all members should submit, etc."  Kidd agreed after getting the
$300 share of monthly hosting expenses.  Two days later, the Counterfeit Library forum was offline.
 
  Thanks to GOllumfun, its team of veteran administrators, and the survivors of Counterfeit Library, the
rescue boat ShadowCrew was soon transformed into a reference platform.  Internet users liked it both for
its tutorials archive and for its thematic sub-forums, in which hundreds of vendors offered a new variety
of illegal goods and services: counterfeit documents ($80 for a birth certificate, $2,000 for A passport),
pirated payment cards (about $30 for a dump), DDoS attacks ($200 per strike), personalized viruses,
drugs of all kinds ... The only prohibited item was child pornography.
 
  Unlike Counterfeit Library, which tolerated transactions more than it encouraged, ShadowCrew was
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primarily a commercial site.   The public was very pleased: in April 2003, only eight months after its
opening, the forum already had 4,000 members from all over the world.   In his Kingpin investigation,
journalist Kevin Poulsen says that ShadowCrew was the first international black market in history: "A
Denver identity thief could buy credit card numbers from a Moscow hacker, send them to Shanghai for
'They are turned into fake cards, then get a driver's license from a Ukrainian forger before going to the
mall .'
 
 Of course, things ended up spoiling.  In November 2002, two ShadowCrew administrators were arrested
in Washington State as they prepared to collect $30,000 worth of merchandise ordered using stolen
cards.  The first, David "El Mariachi" Thomas, became frightened when his rights were stated.  "Bring me
FBI agents , " he told the police , " and I'll give you a deal with Russians and millions of dollars . "  He spent
three months in jail before joining the federal police .   The second, Kim Marvin "Macgyver" Taylor, fled
after being released on bail thanks to Kidd.
 

 
 
 
 David "El Mariachi" Thomas
 
 The betrayal of El Mariachi worried the creator of ShadowCrew, Seth Sanders.  And there was no doubt of
El Mariachi’s betrayal:   a site was put up by another member of Shadowcrew featuring David Thomas’s
written request to help the Feds.  "He [Seth] told me he was going ," GOllumfun recalls, "and I found myself
with all the powers . "   The situation was not good, the forum needed new recruits to continue
functioning.   Macgyver, back to the board despite his status as a fugitive, introduced the hacker Albert
"CumbaJohnny" Gonzalez to his new boss.  "He told me that he was good, that he could handle the server
and the software problems ," recalled GOllumfun, " Cumba was good, so I said yes . "   This decision
resulted in the death of ShadowCrew.
 
 In July 2003, Cumba Johnson was arrested in Manhattan as he tried to withdraw money with counterfeit
cards.  The investigation was handed over to the United States Secret Service's (USSS) Electronic Crimes
Task Force, the government agency responsible for combating financial fraud.  When they found millions
of account numbers stolen from the 22-year-old criminals computer, investigators realized they had
caught a large fish.  They did not have much difficulty convincing him to take the side of the law: either he
became an informant or he spent 20 years in prison.  Operation Firewall was up and running.
 

 
 
 The site of the ShadowCrew defeated, at the time of the investigation of the USSS.
 
  GOllumfun asserts that he was warned of the existence of the investigation by a certain member
Enhance;  Thanks to his position with the telephone company T-Mobile, this hacker managed to access the
messages of the members of the Secret Service.  At the end of 2003, the Kentuckian announced that he
was retiring.  Without warning his comrades, he still   maintained a presence on ShadowCrew under the
pseudonym Madhatter.   CumbaJohnny, who already used his moderator's powers to infiltrate law
enforcement in the forum, replaced him de facto .
 
  In early 2004, Cumbajohnny convinced the management team and ShadowCrew members to use a
private virtual network (VPN) to communicate.  It ensured that this system would enable them to protect
themselves from the police by quantifying all their exchanges.   In fact, his VPN had been created and
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tapped by the Secret Service itself: each message was intercepted and added to the file.   In May, it was
used to transfer more than 115,000 credit card numbers;  In September, it allowed a transaction involving
18 million pirated e-mail addresses.  The end of the Operation Firewall was approaching.
 
  The strike was triggered on October 26, 2004 at 9:00 pm Eastern Time.   Three hours later, 28 people
were arrested in six different countries.   19 of them were charged, 15 pleaded guilty.   The indictment
states that " ShadowCrew members have been trading and unauthorized at least 1.5 million stolen credit
card numbers, causing losses in excess of $ 4 million . "   The only conviction we found was severe: in
2006, Kenneth "On The Fringe" Flurry was sentenced to three years in prison for writing a tutorial
describing the operation of magnetic stripes.
 

 
 
 The latest version of the ShadowCrew website.
 
 After being defeated by the Secret Service, ShadowCrew was taken offline at the end of 2004.
 
 Albert "CumbaJohnny" Gonzalez was never tried for his involvement in ShadowCrew.  In March 2010, he
was sentenced to 20 years in prison for hacking several companies between 2005 and 2007.
 
  Brett "GOllumfun" Johnson escaped the Operation Firewall.   In 2004, he fell in love with a prostitute,
Elizabeth, whom he desperately tried to get off drugs: "I emptied my accounts to send her to rehab and
buy her whatever she wanted.   All in an effort to keep her away from cocaine."   These expenses forced
him out of retirement.   In February 2005, he was arrested in North Carolina after running counterfeit
cashiers checks.   When Secret Service agents learned that the famous GOllumfun had finally been
apprehended, they quickly turned him into an informant.
 

 
 
 Brett "GOllumfun" Johnson in 2016.
 
  "I worked for the USSS for 10 months ," says Brett Johnson, " I helped train officers, helped to catch
former associates, the only people I've never helped catch are the Russians."   Then, his new employers
discovered that he was still practicing carding and tax evasion, perhaps from their computers .   In May
2007, he was sentenced to six years and three months in prison;   After escaping from prison, the
sentence was extended to seven years and six months.
 
 Today, Brett Johnson is a consultant and lecturer specializing in cybersecurity .  "I have been contacted by
former associates of Counterfeit Library and Shadow Crew, many of whom are struggling to find work,
and some have returned "It's hard to get rid of the crimes we've committed . "
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